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TRANSITION 2 (6a)

A replica of the painting "Las maniñas", by Vélasquez and or the woodcut "Day and Night", by Escher
or is it a universal formula?

The connecting image 61D section 2 has a very high level of recognizable visual information. It reflects the same organization as the timeless images by Escher, La Tour, Rembrandt, Vélasquez... Lasting sensory information contains a fluid transition between the different components, as in this natural area as of June 2014.
The 3 dimensional walking exercise goes beyond analyzing the frontal view of two dimensional images like "Las Meninas", by Vélasquez or "Day and Night", by Escher. 

By doing the exercise while listening to unified music, these repetitive short walks help the human mind to transcend its connecting content (forms, color, light... viewed from every angle) and the eventual understanding that visual communication is a science. 

Pre requisite: The PDFs filesTr2 (5a1, 5a2) and the PDF "Unified-Broken" (26 examples of images in order to help differentiate unified from broken visual sensory information) in the English introductory file (following list).

This file is not accompanied by written explanations. It was conceived for a visual reading. If you have difficulties reading it, it is recommended to view it more than once while listening to unified music (high level of connecting sounds that help to concentrate). 

To be viewed on a screen (1000 pixels or more) in width.

This file can be printed, internet quality
MINIMAL EXPLANATIONS
Tr2 (6a) The linear connection (trunks or lines of the trees) straight line/curve of 61D section 2, is repeated 3 times: At the entrance (section east), at the center and in the south section. This continuity can be compared to the three basic required elements for a "beyond time" transition: Beginning - center - end, white - gray - black, small - medium - large... and vice versa. The images in this file are an analysis of the KEY connecting elements inside "Las maniñas", 1656 by Vélasquez, the "Day and Night",1938 by Escher and the natural connecting image 61D section 2, 2014.
Simple deduction: The value of this Douglas grove equals its volume divided by the volume of timeless painting "Las maniñas" or the timeless woodcut "Day and Night" = millions of times PRICELESS.
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